Kitchen Silicone Stove Counter Gap Cover with Heat Resistant Wide
& Long Gap Filler Used for Protect Gap Filler Sealing Spills in Kitchen
Counter, Stovetops2 Pack, Black21 Inch Review-2021

High Quality: Our stove Gap Cover has anti-static function which the dust adhered to it can be easily
cleaned. It also has good recoverability, so it not prone to creases.
Dustproof and Spilling Preventing:The stove gap covers improved design to make the premium
quality smooth top surface, good dustproof performance and the shiny back surface is non-slip. Use
this, you will never worry about food or sticky liquids falling between the gap.
Easy to Install:Our Gap Covers are 21" long x 2.25" wide and will sit perfectly in place on all stoves.
The non-slip flexible silicone gap cover conforms to stove and counter surfaces and adapts to
uneven spaces.
Easy to Cut:It has soft and flexible silicone conforms to the stove and counter surface perfectly,
even they are uneven. And the stove gap covers can easily cut to fit non-standard size, for the
shorter place. Please measure the size of your counter gap before purchasing.
Easy to Clean:Silicone gap filler is very popular with the market. And easy to clean with a damp
cloth or wash in the dishwasher. Match our kitchen perfectly. Please be as far away as possible from
open flames.FLSEPAMB-A brand you can rely on.
Our story
How we got our start?
FLSEPAMB - A shop with the theme of daily necessities, Kitchen supplies, musical instruments, and
toys and so on. The aim is to provide safe and friendly products for you. Our business philosophy is
to provide you with high-quality products and excellent service
What makes our product unique?
Each of our products is designed by our professional developers and has a special packaging
design. Each product is unique.
Why we love what we do?
We are committed to promoting our brand and product to the world. Our developers have been
moving towards this goal. According to the cultural differences of each country, they try their best to
research products that can satisfy the people of all countries. This is also our company's lifelong
goal. Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale,
price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

